English

Authority Subject

This subject can articulate to these as well as other related industry topics

- Journalism
- Education
- Media
- Law
- Psychology

Beyond these, English is often required as pre-requisite for entry into many university courses.

Course Outline / Possible Topics

- Youth and Popular Culture – shaped in the media
- Youth and Popular Culture – represented in literature
- The Australian Psyche – short stories, poetry and film
- The Australian Psyche – drama
- Texts as Cultural Rituals – Shakespearean drama
- Texts as Cultural Rituals – film techniques and language
- Texts as Cultural Rituals – novel study
- Texts as Cultural Rituals – poetry

Assessment Requirements

- Written and spoken persuasive texts eg feature article, persuasive speech
- Written and spoken imaginative texts eg narrative, monologue
- Written and spoken expository texts eg analytical essay, speech
- tasks will be a mix of seen and unseen exams, assignments, oral and multimodal presentations

Minimum Requirements

- A grade of at least ‘C+’ in English.
- An ability to work independently.

Specialised Equipment Required

- School provided laptop

Excursions and/or Subject Costs

- Literature festivals - various
- Theatre productions

For more information please contact

Ms Petronella Klincke - Academic Leader: English and LOTE